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On this month's edition, read our CEO's message addressing the
pandemic. We also discuss the opportunities and challenges the
Renewable Energy Market might face under this new scenario and the
role green energy could play in the economic recovery.
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In these uncertain times, we at Energy Terrain would like to update you on how we are dealing
with the COVID-19 crisis. This is a stressful and difficult time, and we are acutely aware of the
impact of this rare event on people and businesses all over the world. 
 
We want to assure you that we at Energy Terrain are still open for business and are committed to
remain your clean energy partner. Both now, while this COVID-19 situation is upon us, and for
many years to come. 
 
Now, more than ever, we feel it is important for us to be there for Australian businesses, to help
you accelerate the adoption of rooftop solar, while lowering the cost of your energy and increasing
your cash flow. Our mission is to accelerate the uptake of renewable energy, and to do it while
helping Australian businesses in this time of need, keeps us getting up in the morning and going to
the office (even if it is at our kitchen table with a laptop).
 
We wish everyone safety and continued health through this storm, which will pass. Please look
after yourselves, your loved ones and friends. Together (1.5m apart of course), we will make it to
the other side, stronger and better able to deal with life's challenges.
 
If you have any questions please reach out and call us. We are always happy to chat.
 
Stay safe.
 
Warm regards,
 
Paul Gizinski
CEO
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Covid-19 poses a completely new setting in all fronts, but how does it
impact the renewable energy market? Well, besides toilet paper, this
new economic scenario has resulted in an unprecedented uprise in
Solar Energy and Storage consultations and sales, as it is critical under
such circumstances to obtain a reliable, low-cost electricity supply.
 
Smart Energy’s managing director, Elliot Hayes, has stated that the
main factor contributing to a 40% increase in sales are consumers
looking for greener energy sources after a summer filled with natural
disasters around the country including bushfires and floods. Home
and business owners are also seeking to find reliable, lower cost
solutions for energy supply against Australia’s economic downturn.  
 
Against this forecast, the question that remains is whether the
world’s primary solar equipment manufacturer, China, will be able to
meet this increased demand. According to BloombergNEF’s outlook
for the PV industry, the country has already resumed production.
However, it has already pushed various PV projects into next year.
This, together with the increased world demand suggests there will
be a short-term shortage.  
 
Another good news is the Australian Government has included
renewable energy as part of the $17.6 billion Economic Response
Package to Covid-19, making evident that it will play a key part in
the economic boost to come by supporting the industry. This measure
has been celebrated by the Clean Energy Council (CEC), which
believe that by making renewable energy and energy storage a key
part of the relief packages for home-owners and businesses, not only
can energy costs for consumers be reduced, but jobs in the renewable
industry can be saved, and it could result in a driver for economic
boost. 
 
The pandemic caused by Covid-19 has definitely caused a lot of
anxiety and uncertainty in the current markets and households
around the world. However, one thing remains certain, Renewable
Energy as a whole and Solar energy especially, are a means to gaining
control of our electricity bills and can be critical for businesses to pull
through this crisis and boost their earnings after the most critical
period has passed. 
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